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ISPRS Technical Commission II Symposium 2018 "Towards Photogrammetry 2020"
I am a young researcher in Geospatial Information Agency, Indonesia and I am taking this opportunity
to share my experience and impressions from ISPRS Technical Commission II Symposium 2018
“Towards Photogrammetry 2020”. The event was held on 3-7 June 2018 in Riva del Garda, Italy. Riva
is a small city with a beautiful scenery. I was very happy to have been there.
The motivation to attend ISPRS TC II Symposium 2018 "Towards Photogrammetry 2020" came from
my colleague from the Photogrammetry and Geomatics Group, INSA Strasbourg (France). We
collaborate in a research work about analyzing the bundle adjustment result from several
photogrammetry software solutions. I got the opportunity to present our research paper in the poster
session.
Attending this international symposium overseas was my first experience. It was very pleasant to have
this valuable experience. The event itself was very worthwhile since my company focused on large
scale mapping and starts to utilize Lidar. During the symposium, I paid attention especially about point
cloud generation and processing, big data, and deep learning method because this topic is being
studied in my company. Also, I gain so much knowledge about building extraction from Lidar data.
Overall, the topic in all session, plenary/technical/poster, was very interesting and open my insight
about photogrammetry technology and its development.
Additionally, I was excited to meet other researchers from various countries. We had a nice gathering
during welcome party and social dinner. Also, I got some new friends who also join the event and stay
in the same hostelry. This was beneficial for me since I can learn their scientific work and open my
perspectives about research and the encouragement to study.
Thanks to The ISPRS Foundation for giving me this great opportunity. It was a great pleasure and honor
for me to accept this travel grant.
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